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Session Goals

1. Highlight the role of unpacking and annotation in identifying and leveraging 

assessment moments.  

2. Identify conceptual check-points within a sample lesson set.

3. Identify and analyze a critical task in a sample lesson.

4. Plan supports for facilitating student sense-making.
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Let’s explore “assessment moments”

What are some examples of assessment moments in the science 
classroom?

When students 
speak

When students 
write

When students 
draw
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Planning Guide for Science Instruction

To assist teachers in planning with high-quality science curriculum, the Department has 
released a step-by-step Planning Guide for Science Instruction.

This resource includes guiding questions and protocols for each of the following:

● Unit Unpacking
● Unit Launch Deep Dive
● Lesson Set Annotation
● Student Work Analysis

This session will focus on Step 3, Lesson Set Annotation.

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/year-long-planning/planning-guide-for-science-instruction.pdf?sfvrsn=9eb56618_2
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Accessing the Planning Guide

Louisiana Believes Website 

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/
https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/year-long-planning/planning-guide-for-science-instruction.pdf?sfvrsn=9eb56618_2
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Planning Guide Exploration

1. Access the Jamboard. You will use frame 1.

2. Spend some time scanning the Planning Guide looking for connections 

between the guide and our session focus

3. Add observations to the chart using “sticky notes”

Click on the 
sticky note 
on the left 

side

Type in the box and click 
“save” when you are done

Drag your note to an open 
space in the chart



Planning Guide Introduction
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Step 1: Unit Unpacking

● Unit Unpacking
● Unit Launch Deep Dive
● Lesson Set Annotation
● Student Work Analysis
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Annotating Science Curriculum

What Does It Mean to Annotate?

• interacting with instructional 
materials 

• showing your thinking while you read 
and study

• noting questions you need to answer
• marking ideas you want to revisit
• creating exemplar student responses
• identifying places where students 

may struggle

What Does Annotation Look Like:

• highlighting, underlining, or adding 
stars to emphasize important ideas

• writing questions or comments in the 
margins

• bracketing or circling content you 
want to revisit

• using ??? or !!! to indicate questions 
or critical ideas

• noting instructional strategies to 
implement 

• indicating accommodations to meet 
the deeds of diverse learners
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Step 2: Unit Launch Deep Dive

Why do you think it is important to explore this component of instruction 
so deeply when planning?

● Unit Unpacking
● Unit Launch Deep Dive
● Lesson Set Annotation
● Student Work Analysis
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Step 2: Unit Launch Deep Dive

• Find the Step 2 in your planning guide.

• Spend a few minutes looking at this protocol and think about the 

following:

How does this component of the planning guide connect to identifying 

assessment moments and instructional decision making?



Lesson Set Annotation
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Step 3: Lesson Set Annotation

● Unit Unpacking
● Unit Launch Deep Dive
● Lesson Set Annotation
● Student Work Analysis
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Step 3: Lesson Set Annotation

1. Access the Jamboard. You will use frame 2.

2. Spend some time scanning Step 3 looking for how this protocol supports 

our session focus.

3. Add annotations using the pen feature to label your connections.

Click on the pen 
on the left side 
then choose a 
pen style and 

color
Make your annotations directly 

on the image 3 
minutes

https://www.google.com/search?q=3+minute+timer&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS947US947&oq=3+minute+&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j69i57j0l5j69i61.1785j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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What is a “Lesson Set”?

● A “lesson set” is a group of lessons that:

○ utilizes investigations to build toward an important science concept

○ concludes with synthesizing information that helps to explain the 

anchor phenomenon

● Lesson sets are distinguished differently depending on curricula

● NOTE: The protocol for annotating a lesson set can also effectively be 

used to analyze a single lesson.

Sample Storyline

https://www.openscied.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Unit-6.3-Weather-Storyline.pdf
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Sample Lesson Overview

We are going to take a look at a sample lesson. This lesson is the first lesson 

following the Unit Launch.

Students have already done all of the following:

● explored resources that introduce the phenomenon and recorded 

notices and wonders

● created initial models, compared them, and developed a class consensus 

model

● developed questions, identified related phenomena, and shared ideas 

for investigations
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Deeper Dive into a Sample Lesson 

• Access the Jamboard. You will use frame 3.

• Examine the Lesson Overview there. 

• Identify both of the following:

• opportunities for in-the-moment formative assessment 

• places where students might struggle 

• Use the pen feature or virtual “sticky notes” to record your ideas.
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Lesson Set Annotation

How will students incrementally build knowledge through 
the three dimensions?
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Lesson Set Annotation

What tasks will best support instructional decision-making?
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Examine a Critical Task

Reflect on the following questions as you examine the task:

• What makes this critical?

• What information can we get from this task?

• What are places where students may struggle?
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Examine a Critical Task

Examine the annotated lesson sample:

● What information is already provided?

● What notes would you need to add?

● What opportunities for supporting student sense-making surround this 

task?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16BrWA3JJuVVhA3W1tKXOJ9mRGSJCS6hb/view?usp=sharing
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Reflection

1. Revisit Jamboard frame 1.

2. Add at least one new idea about how the planning guide supports instructional 

decision making around formative assessment

3. Add checks to other observations that you agree with
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Reflection

How does Lesson Set Annotation set the stage for this next step?

● Unit Unpacking
● Unit Launch Deep Dive
● Lesson Set Annotation
● Student Work Analysis
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Summer Environmental Education Workshop Series

Join us for a free summer virtual learning series open to any educator. 

Workshop Dates + Registration Links

Launching Meaningful Phenomena for 
3-Dimensional Learning

June 7-8 or June 16-17

Foundations of Louisiana’s Water Quality June 22

Deep Dive into Water Quality Issues June 23

Marine Debris and Microplastics July 13 or July 14

For more information, please contact environmentaleducation@la.gov 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/launching-meaningful-phenomena-session-a-june-7-8-tickets-151064731679
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/launching-meaningful-phenomena-session-b-june-16-17-tickets-151065935279
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/foundations-of-louisianas-water-quality-june-22-tickets-151066843997
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/deep-dive-into-water-quality-issues-tickets-151089034369
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/marine-debris-microplastics-session-a-july-13-tickets-151068230143
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/marine-debris-microplastics-session-b-july-14-tickets-151068779787
mailto:environmentaleducation@la.gov


Thank you for joining us today!

For questions, email STEM@la.gov or me directly at 
Tana.Luther@la.gov. 

mailto:STEM@la.gov
mailto:Tana.Luther@la.gov
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Thank you for attending today’s session. You can leave feedback on this 
session using the Teacher Leader Summit app. It takes less than a minute.

   

Session Feedback

How to leave feedback:
1. At the bottom right corner of your session window in 

the app, click on “Rate This”. 
2. In the window that pops up, choose the facial 

expression that reflects your experience.
3. You can also leave an optional comment in the 

window that pops up.
4. Click submit to finalize.


